Seminar: Materiality and Popular Culture
1. Quiz from Anywhere Poll (Materiality) to be completed in the seminar
https://youtu.be/xSE-3KGwHcM Material culture rock and roll (TED talk) 18 mins
Questions:
1. The clip highlights material culture in relation to stories. What cultural artefacts are
important to you and why? What stories do you have about those artefacts?

2. The clip highlights the social context of material artefacts as being important. What is
meant by this? Does this relate to the cultural artefacts you mentioned above?

https://youtu.be/KaEeu6ozZuI Postgraduate seminar on materiality
(9.07 mins)
Questions:
1. The presenter notes that each material carries its own message and that material culture
is reinforced through everyday language. In relation to the cultural artefact you
mentioned above, how does the way you talk about the cultural artefact (i.e. the language
you use) reinforce the story, myth and various associations of the artefact?

2. The presenter also mentions that time is important in relation to materiality. Does time
play a role in relation, either in relation to the cultural artefacts mentioned in the TED talk,
or to the one(s) that you have mentioned? If so, how?

Read the extract from Bovone, L. (2012) Fashion, Identity and Social Actors IN A.M.
Gonzalez and L. Bovone (Eds.) Identities through Fashion, London, Berg. Pages 71-78
Extract 1: p.79 ‘In my opinion, we can make a significant step forward if we consider fashion goods
in terms of ‘material culture’… material culture is neither related exclusively to industrial/serial
productions nor refers particularly to mass-media intangible productions – words, music, images. It
refers, instead, to the numerous artefacts we use in our everyday life, which mostly have a function
connected to our needs – namely subsistence, home, work – but that are specifically chosen and
appreciated by us because they enrich our lives by giving them meaning. …material objects (things,
material culture) as soon as they are considered in their involvement in transactions and discourses,
also become a part of this popular culture. The more complex, rich and refined a society is, the less
the variety of material goods can be explained through their material use. Clothes are meant to
cover us, but this does not obviously justify the quantity of clothes produced and purchased. This
variety may instead be explained by the immaterial content these objects have acquired. The
cultural component, the meaning, becomes prevailing and explains our choice for one dress or
another.’
Questions:
1. How is material culture defined in this extract?

2. How is meaning embedded into clothing (the cultural artefact)? What kinds of meanings
relate to different styles, fashion, colours etc. How do these come about?

Extract 2: p.73 ‘Clothing takes part in our complex communicative staging, but among the number
of objects surrounding us, through which we build our interaction with the other, it plays a special
role. Among the different non-verbal language modalities, clothing is the most typically human one
because it belongs to any age and culture and is practically absent in all other living beings. We
usually present ourselves to others, and even to ourselves, dressed. Therefore, clothing becomes a
part of our bodily identity and, consequently, of our social identity. But whereas the body is mostly
a fact, dress is the result of a choice. A choice that in many periods and circumstances had seemed
almost unavoidable, but actually has always had some interesting margins of discretion, as the most
attentive historians have remarked.’
Questions:
1. How do fashion choices relate to identity? Give examples that relate to specific markers of
identity/identities?

